The oxygen bottom blown copper smelting process (SKS process) is a newly developed intense smelting process, which has been widely applied to copper production in China. A multiphase equilibrium model for the SKS process was established based on its mechanism characteristics and the principle of Gibbs energy minimization, and an efficient simulation software-SKSSIM (SKS Simulation)-was developed based on the model. Industrial data from the SKS process were used to compare with the calculated data from the SKSSIM software. The calculated data on the compositions of slag and matte as well as the distribution ratios of minor elements (such as Pb, Zn, As, Sb and Bi) among the slags, mattes and off-gases were in good agreement with the actual plant data. Accordingly, the SKSSIM simulation software has the potentail to be used for the prediction of smelting production and for optimizing the operating parameters of the SKS process.
Introduction
The oxygen bottom blown bath smelting process is a newly developed intensifying smelting process, which has been widely applied to copper [1, 2] , lead [3, 4] , and antimony [5] production in China. The first industrial test of the oxygen bottom blown copper smelting process was carried out in the Shuikoushan (SKS) smelter in 1990 and was thus named the SKS process. Later, the process was also called the BBS (bottom blown smelting) or BBF (bottom blown furnace) process. As has been widely discussed in recent years [1, 2, 6] , fundamental studies related to the SKS process are required urgently. Shui et al. [7, 8] studied the bath surface wave and mixing phenomena in a SKS furnace. Zhang et al. [9] and Yan et al. [10] studied gas-liquid multi-phase flows in an SKS furnace. Wang et al. [11] studied the mechanism of the oxygen bottom-blown copper smelting process. Néron et al. [12] , Rossi et al. [13] , Wu [14] , Shimpo et al. [15] , Tan et al. [16] , Chaubal et al. [17] and Nagamori et al. [18] studied multiphase equilibrium thermodynamic modelling approaches for complex chemical reaction systems including the copper metallurgy process. However, no work has been reported on the multiphase equilibrium simulation software based on the mechanism of the SKS process.
In the present study, an efficient thermodynamic simulation software has been developed for the SKS process that is based on its thermodynamic mechanism and the principle of Gibbs energy minimization and is called SKSSIM (SKS Simulation). This work is part of the comprehensive research program to gain a deeper understanding of this new technology.
Theoretical Basis of SKSSIM

Mechanism of the SKS Process
The SKS smelting furnace is a horizontal cylindrical reactor similar to the Noranda or Teniente furnaces, as shown in Figure 1 . The oxygen lances are installed at the bottom of the furnace and blow oxygen-enriched air into the molten bath. The oxygen lances are arranged in two rows on the bottom, in the length direction. Oxygen-enriched air is constantly blown into the matte layer from the bottom of the furnace through the lance, is split into tiny flows at high speed and then dispersed in melt mass [11] . When the gas and liquid come into contact a sufficient amoung, this strengthens the efficiency of the reaction in the smelter. Vigorous oxidizing and slagging reactions occur in the furnace.
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Theoretical Basis of SKSSIM
Mechanism of the SKS Process
The SKS smelting furnace is a horizontal cylindrical reactor similar to the Noranda or Teniente furnaces, as shown in Figure 1 . The oxygen lances are installed at the bottom of the furnace and blow oxygen-enriched air into the molten bath. The oxygen lances are arranged in two rows on the bottom, in the length direction. Oxygen-enriched air is constantly blown into the matte layer from the bottom of the furnace through the lance, is split into tiny flows at high speed and then dispersed in melt mass [11] . When the gas and liquid come into contact a sufficient amoung, this strengthens the efficiency of the reaction in the smelter. Vigorous oxidizing and slagging reactions occur in the furnace. We developed the mechanism model of the SKS copper smelting process [11] , which is the basis of the multiphase equilibrium model of the SKSSIM software. In the mechanism model, the SKS furnace is divided into seven functional layers from top to bottom and three functional regions along the length direction, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . After the copper sulfide concentrates and flux are fed from the top of furnace, the concentrates decompose into Cu2S, FeS, S2, etc. in the mineral decomposition transitioning layer. The Cu2S and FeS sink to form the matte layer and the decomposed S2 goes directly into the gas phase layer. Oxygen-enriched air is blown from the bottom of the furnace into the matte layer by the oxygen lances and almost all oxygen is consumed in the bath. Almost no S2 can make contact and react with the oxygen. As a result, S2 passes directly into the flue and then reacts with secondary supplied oxygen in the flue rather than reacting inside the furnace [11] . Theoretically, the chemical multiphase equilibrium calculations should be based upon the assumption that all the substances are included. However, the S2 from the concentrate-which passes directly into the flue without reaction in the SKS furnace-has been taken into consideration in the multiphase equilibrium model in order to achieve more precise and reliable computational results. We developed the mechanism model of the SKS copper smelting process [11] , which is the basis of the multiphase equilibrium model of the SKSSIM software. In the mechanism model, the SKS furnace is divided into seven functional layers from top to bottom and three functional regions along the length direction, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . After the copper sulfide concentrates and flux are fed from the top of furnace, the concentrates decompose into Cu 2 S, FeS, S 2 , etc. in the mineral decomposition transitioning layer. The Cu 2 S and FeS sink to form the matte layer and the decomposed S 2 goes directly into the gas phase layer. Oxygen-enriched air is blown from the bottom of the furnace into the matte layer by the oxygen lances and almost all oxygen is consumed in the bath. Almost no S 2 can make contact and react with the oxygen. As a result, S 2 passes directly into the flue and then reacts with secondary supplied oxygen in the flue rather than reacting inside the furnace [11] . Theoretically, the chemical multiphase equilibrium calculations should be based upon the assumption that all the substances are included. However, the S 2 from the concentrate-which passes directly into the flue without reaction in the SKS furnace-has been taken into consideration in the multiphase equilibrium model in order to achieve more precise and reliable computational results. 
Thermodynamic Model
The SKS process is a typical multiphase and multicomponent system, coupled with various chemical reactions. According to the second law of thermodynamics, the spontaneous reaction is always conducted towards the direction in which the total Gibbs free energy decreases. An isothermal and isobaric chemical system is at equilibrium when the total Gibbs free energy is at a minimum [12] . It is assumed that the SKS process is under isothermal and isobaric conditions and reaches its thermodynamic equilibrium so that the total Gibbs free energy of the SKS system attains its minimum.
The total Gibbs free energy function [12] for a multiphase and multicomponent system can be expressed as Equation (1):
where Np and Nc are, respectively, the number of phases and number of components in the system. nij is the mole fraction of component i in phase j. μij is the partial molar Gibbs free energy, i.e., the chemical potential of component i in phase j in the system, which is comprised of two parts in order 
where N p and N c are, respectively, the number of phases and number of components in the system. n ij is the mole fraction of component i in phase j. µ ij is the partial molar Gibbs free energy, i.e.,
Metals 2017, 7, 431 4 of 10 the chemical potential of component i in phase j in the system, which is comprised of two parts in order to modify its non-ideality. One part is ∆G θ ij , the standard Gibbs free energy of the formation of component i in phase j under the system's temperature and standard pressure. It modifies the impact of temperature on standard Gibbs free energy and can be calculated by Equation (2) .
The other part is RTln( f ij / f θ ij ), which accounts for the influence of pressure and concentration under non-ideal conditions on the standard Gibbs free energy; R is the ideal gas constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. f ij is the partial fugacity of component i in the phase j, and f θ ij is the fugacity of component i in the phase j at the reference state. The value of fugacity is dependent on the temperature and pressure of the system. In the SKS process, the gas phase is treated as an ideal gas. The high temperature melts are considered to be the non-ideal liquid solutions. Therefore, an activity coefficient is introduced to substitute fugacity to modify the chemical potential of the constituents in the real solution against the inapplicability of the ideal solution. So the fugacity of the components in the molten phase and the gas phase can be expressed by the Equations (3) and (4) respectively [12, 13] .
where λ ij and x ij are, respectively, the activity coefficient and mole fraction of component i in the phase j. y ij is the partial pressure of component i in the gas phase and P is the total pressure of the gas phase. At the same time, according to the element conservation law, the inputs of the elements to the system should be equal to the outputs and the mole number of each component should be above zero. So the multiphase equilibrium model is established and the concentrations of the components at equilibrium can be obtained by finding the minimum value of the total Gibbs free energy under a specific operation condition with the elements input and output constraints.
In the SKS process, the elements of Cu, Fe, S, O, N, H, Si, As, Sb, Bi, Pb, Zn, Mg, Ca and Al are taken into consideration in the multiphase equilibrium calculations. When the system is close to equilibrium, three independent stable phases-matte, slag and gas-are formed. The chemical components formed during the attainment of equilibrium are listed in Table 1 [14] . The SKS system is approximated under isothermal and isobaric airtight conditions. The smelting temperature used in the calculation is fixed at 1473 K (1200 • C).
Thermodynamic Data
The activity coefficient of each component is selected from the literatures [14] [15] [16] [17] and listed in Table 2 , and these values are crucial in the SKS process multiphase equilibrium calculation. The standard Gibbs free energy of each component formation is listed in Table 3 [14] [15] [16] [17] . 
Physical Entrainment
In the period of copper concentrate smelting and further copper matte converting, slag is produced containing copper in the dissolved form as well as the mechanically entrained form. Usually the dissolved copper is much less than the mechanically entrained matte. It is worth mentioning that the mechanically entrained matte is influenced by many factors, such as the operation parameters, the sizes of the matte droplets, the specific gravity and viscosity of the melt, the settling time, etc. Because the multiphase equilibrium model does not involve the mechanically entrained matte, from the model by Nagamori et al. [18] , a copper mechanical entrainment model was established to predict the physically entrained copper in the SKS process as follows: Equation (5) for the slag entrainment in the matte phase and Equation (6) for the matte entrainment in the slag phase.
In Equations (5) and (6), M slag and M matte are the calculated mass of slag and matte phase at equilibrium respectively. The M ap slag and M ap matte are the calculated apparent slag mass in the matte phase and matte mass in the slag phase respectively. The S mt sl and S sl mt are the entrainment coefficient for the slag in matte phase and the matte in slag phase respectively, which are derived based on the actual plant production data [19] . The entrainment coefficients for the slag in the matte phase and the matte in the slag phase are listed in Table 4 . 
Application of SKSSIM
SKSSIM Software
The particle swarm optimization algorithm, C# computer programming language and Microsoft Visual Studio were used to develop the SKSSIM software (version 1.0, Central South University, Changsha, China), and Figure 4a ,b shows the login screen and navigation interface of SKSSIM. SKSSIM is an efficient simulation software for the SKS process, which is based on the SKS smelting mechanism and theory of Gibbs free energy minimization. SKSSIM has been successfully used in the actual production in Dongying Fangyuan Nonferrous Metals Co. Ltd. (Dongying, China) and Minmetals copper (Hunan) Co. Ltd. (Hengyang, China) . The main function of the SKSSIM software is to simulate and optimize the SKS process. The interfaces of SKSSIM in the steady and variable working conditions are present in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The calculation results can be saved in the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet format. 
Application of SKSSIM Software
The initial conditions and operation parameters, which are crucial for the software calculations, were taken from Dongying Fangyuan Nonferrous Metals Co. Ltd. The compositions of the mixed concentrates charged into the furnace are listed in Table 5 , and the operation parameters are listed in the Table 6 . 
Calculated Results
Dongying Fangyuan Nonferrous Metals Co. Ltd. is producing a high grade matte with above 70% Cu and the smelting process achieves the autogenous smelting. The calculation is based on its initial conditions and operation parameters. The industrial data under the stable operation conditions are compared with the calculated data as shown in Tables 7 and 8 . Table 7 shows that the calculated matte and slag compositions are in good agreement with the industrial values. The calculated and industrial matte grades are 70.31% and 70.77% respectively. The calculated and industrial Fe in matte are 4.80% and 5.52% respectively.
The calculated and actual plant data on the minor element distributions among matte, slag and gas phases are shwon in Table 8 and agree well. The calculated minor elements in matte, slag and gas phases are arsenic 6.23%, 11.06%, 82.71%, antimony 12.58%, 72.30%, 15.12%, bismuth 18.74%, 11.13%, 70.13%, lead 56.71%, 23.47%, 19.82% and zinc 17.35%, 66.46%, 16.19%, respectively. The calculated results clearly show the varying trends of minor elements in the matte, slag and gas phases.
The above comparisons demonstrate that the SKSSIM software can well reproduce the industrial data. Consequently, the reliability of SKSSIM software is validated. The SKSSIM software contains important practical values, and can be further used to predict the element distributions, as well as optimize the operating parameters for the SKS process.
Conclusions
An efficient simulation software for the SKS process, named SKSSIM, was developed based on the thermodyanamic mechanism of SKS process and the theory of Gibbs energy minimization.
Good agreements were obtained between the calculated results by SKSSIM and the actual plant data, which validates the reliability of the SKSSIM software for the SKS process. The software can be used to predict the tendencies of compositions of smelting products and the distribution ratios of minor elements (such as Pb, Zn, As, Sb and Bi) among slag, matte and gas phases in the SKS furnace. The software deepens the understanding of the SKS process and is of great significance for further optimizing operation parameters and regulating the production if the SKS process is dealing with complex copper concentrates.
